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FOREWORD
BY THE EDITOR

T

he start of the financial year ushers an opportunity
to restate our priorities through the Corporate
Plan and set new targets for the organisation to
accomplish. This plan assists in giving the organisation
direction and motivates employees to work hard and
improve their targets.
During this quarter Armscor’s Corporate Plan was
presented to the newly appointed Portfolio Committee
for Defence and Military Veterans. This signalled the
organisation’s commitment to the delivery of objectives
according to its mandate. Armscor also witnessed the
Minister of Defence and Military Veterans deliver her
Budget Vote to the Portfolio Committee where the
organisation’s contribution was acknowledged.
The focus in this quarter is on the Dockyard that is
currently implementing its renewal plan. The renewal
plan addresses the financial deficit and ensures that
Dockyard is transformed into an efficient, effective
and economically viable operation.
The graduation of Sam Mangena from the University
of Witwatersrand was the highlight of our CSI
activities. Mangena fulfilled his dream of becoming

Nomonde Süssmann
Senior Manager
Corporate Communication

an engineer after Armscor came to his rescue (read
more about this article on our CSI Corner). We also
made a difference in a difficult environment at a
school in Mdantsane, East London; by restoring the
dignity to the learners at the school for the disabled. It
is fulfilling to see what Armscor, through partnerships
can do to uplift the living conditions of those who
are less fortunate. Science, Technology, Engineering
and Maths (STEM) intervention education remains the
focus in our learner enhancement programme. Our
attempt is to reach all provinces, despite the budget
challenges.
We appreciate your feedback on how we can improve
this newsletter. Please send suggestions or comments
to info@armscor.co.za.

FROM THE DESK OF THE CEO

NEW FINANCIAL YEAR,
NEW COMMITMENTSS
South Africa and global economy are facing severe and
tight economic austerities; the ever morphing economic
cold wars between America and China exacerbates
matters further. Britain’s strive to exit the European
Union with its Brexit policy has serious bearing on our
country’s economic wellbeing and growth. Statistics South
Africa’s latest quarterly labour force survey has put the
unemployment rate at 29%, an increase of 1,4%. These
factors draw a gloomy picture for all involved in economic
activities; and Armscor is no exception.
The above mentioned phenomena are facts that
cannot be ignored. Armscor’s Executive Committee
and the Board are working tirelessly to come up with
strategies that will cushion the organisation against
these forces. The strategic session recently held is part
of the initiatives by management to map a way forward
for the organisation.. The session focused on reviewing
the following:
Our business strategy,
Business performance,
Striving for a sustainable Armscor
Building synergies
The plan for the year ahead

These deliberations were done in the light of the
challenging position of state-owned entities. With that in
mind, Armscor is prepared to position itself for specific
projects that will build relationships with partners to
ultimately bolster its financial status.
A totally new game plan aimed at seizing opportunities
will be initiated. This will only be attained through the
creation of agile teams, which will allow new effective
organisational alignment. We need to review our work,
change things that stifle our progress, tackle challenges
and identify what must be done. Our business requires
proactivity thus we have to examine the effectiveness of
our units.
Moreover, we have to make plans on the effects of
the reduction of the Department of Defence’s budget
that is impacting on our ability to deliver on our vision
optimally. The effects have a negative impact on our
aptitude to be the strategic partner of choice for defence
and security solutions.
Regardless of all current huddles, Armscor will strive
to extract commercial value drawing from its role as a
technology and acquisition expert in Africa and beyond.
This endeavour, as I have mentioned above intends to
create a sustainable organisation for the future.

Adv Solomzi Mbada
(Acting CEO)

CSI CORNER
ARMSCOR
REACHES OUT
TO PEOPLE
LIVING WITH
DISABILITY
BY ITUMELENG LEFAKANE

Sam Sibiya and one of the attendees of the Expo

Since the inception of Armscor’s bursary scheme only
few learners with disabilities have benefitted. It is for
this reason that Armscor joined other organisations
that exhibited at the 2019 SABC Disability Summit and
Career Expo held at Nasrec, Johannesburg on 11 –
12 April. This is a unique exhibition of its kind where
hundreds of Grade 9 – 12 disabled learners, youth
and graduates are given an opportunity to interact and
learn more about bursaries and career opportunities
available for them in the corporate world.

The expo is an initiative of the SABC Foundation aimed
at empowering disabled people by providing access to
information and career opportunities. Learners from
different schools nationwide visit the expo centre to
interact with corporate companies on on the career
fields they would like to pursue. It is also a place where
training institutions, charity organisations and recruiters
gather to attract young talent.

The exhibition afforded Armscor, through Learning
and Talent Development team to market its bursary
opportunities to attract learners with disabilities.
Armscor through its employment equity plan seeks to
promote equal opportunities and ensure fair treatment
of employees in the workplace by eliminating unfair
discrimination.

Despite 25 years of freedom, employment of people
with disabilities in South Africa is still a challenge.
According to SA Board for People Practices, people
with disabilities struggle to find employment or being
accepted as individuals who are capable of certain tasks
within society. This requires a change in perspective
because people with disabilities also deserve equal
opportunity to jobs and fairness.
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ECDEET HANDOVER
CEREMONY
BY NOMONDE SÜSSMANN

Armscor provides much needed assistance to Vukuhambe Special Needs School.

In 2018 Carte Blanche broadcasted a dire situation of
the Vukuhambe Special Needs School in East London.
It was one of the two special needs schools that were
marred by allegations of negligence, abuse and lack
of security. Upon discovering this, Armscor started
engaging with the school to investigate how it can assist.
The school caters for about 150 physically challenged
learners; of whom 90 live in the hostel. The challenges
faced were industrial cleaning and laundry equipment,
which was not serviced and as a result not Functioning
properly. There was a challenge in ensuring that the support
and contribution reached the beneficiaries directly.

The hostel boarders were provided with 57 mattresses,
81 pillows, crockery and cutlery sets, and industrial
cleaning machinery. Speaking at the handover
ceremony, the MEC for Finance, Mr Oscar Mabuyane
pledged local support to the school. A Grade 12
learner, Mrs Asisipho Peter thanked Armscor for having
travelled from Pretoria to East London to make a
difference in their lives. She remarked that the hostel
will now feel like a home, instead of a prison. They will
no longer be eating on metal plates and using their fists
to elevate their heads when sleeping.

Armscor engaged with Original Equipment Manufacturers
to commence the repair and maintenance of the
equipment. Furthermore, it interacted with the Eastern
Cape Disability Economic Empowerment Trust (ECDEET),
which provided a local organisation that could oversee
the maintenance and delivery of the urgent needs of
the learners.

ECDEET is now embarking on fixing all the special
needs schools in the province in order to ensure that
learners are not further hampered by the physical
environment. Armscor conducted a career exhibition
for the learners and has further pledged to support the
school in ensuring that the equipment installed and
repaired is functioning at all times.
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SAAF YOUNG FALCONS 2019
BY ITUMELENG LEFAKANE

This provides an opportunity for learners to also learn
about ceremonial drills, mentorship and other life skills.

2019 Young Falcons Cadets

A career exhibition was hosted on 22 June 2019
targeting over 300 learners who attended the camp
at the Meridian Newcastle Independent School.
Learners were graced by the presence of Chief of the
SAAF, Lieutenant General Zakes Msimang, who spoke
about the vision of creating squadrons that inspires
confidence. He indicated that camps are a vehicle for
creating opportunities for unemployed youth in support
of the NDP. Furthermore, Msimang reiterated the
importance and value of these camps and promised to
work hard to ensure that this programme is rolled out
to other provinces.

In a country with an astronomic unemployment rate of
29 %, mostly affecting the youth, it is relatively easy for
one to abandon all hope and dreams. Education has
and will always be an ideal vehicle for self upliftment
and upwards mobility in society. Proponents of education
encourage individuals from all walks of life to gain
some formal education. When a country is faced with
inequality, unemployment and poverty; youth always
bear the greatest brunt.
Chapter 9 of the The National Development Plan (NDP)
states clearly the importance of an educated South Africa.
On Chapter 9, the NDP clearly states “The NDP’s vision
for education and training is to ensure that all children
have the benefit of high quality education especially
with regards to languages, maths and science with the
ultimate aim of ensuring that 90% of learners pass these
subjects with at least 50% by 2030”.
The South African Air Force (SAAF) in partnership with
Armscor, the KwaZulu-Natal provincial department
of education and other stakeholders took it upon
themselves to tackle both discipline amongst youth
and the need for a competent maths and science
learners in South Africa. The aim was to address these
challenges through a programme offered at the Young
Falcons Academy. The academy run for two weeks and
receives a number of Grade 10 to 12 learners from
various schools within a selected province who display
astuteness in maths and aviation eagerness.

The Officer Commanding the South African Airforce,
Lieutenant General Zakes Msimang addressing Cadets.

Through Corporate Social Investment, Armscor seeks
to contribute towards the NDP and vision 2030. Its
Human Capital Development initiatives cut across both
Socio-economic Upliftment and Enterprise Supplier
Development programmes. These two building blocks
seek a better and prosperous South Africa.
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THE NUSJ MNOTHO NPC
YOUTH AND WINTER
SCHOOL PROJECTS
SKILLING THE YOUNG MINDS, CREATING A BRIGHTER FUTURE
BY ITUMELENG LEFAKANE

Learners attending the winter school camp

ARMSCOR supported the NUSJ MNOTHO NPC which
held a Winter School Camp in June 2019 for learners
from KHATORUS, Boksburg, Reiger Park and Germiston.
The Winter School Camp was focused on Mathematics
and Science subjects at the local high schools.The winter
classes focused on helping learners to prepare for
exams through identifying frequent questions as well
as problem solving. Moreover the programme bridges
the gap in the classroom and proactively addresses
matters relating to the country’s education system.
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Learners were given important information regarding,
prospective institutions of higher learning, as well as
employers. The five-day winter camp sparked further
enthusiasm for STEM subjects amongst learners.
momentum.
At the end of the camp, a need was identified for hosting
Saturday classes in order to continue with the learning.

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
AT BODIBE VILLAGE
BY ITUMELENG LEFAKANE

Learners attending Saturday classes at Bodibe Intermediate School.

Rural areas and villages are often relegated to the periphery
when either educational, societal as well as political
endeavours are engaged. It was within this realities that
Armscor through its Corporate Social Investment Initiatives
teamed up with Lulwazi Lwethu projects. Lulwazi Lwethu
project is a rural school based project aimed at improving
learner’s results in both Mathematics and Physicl sciences.
The project was introduced to four schools in the Bodibe
village, which are
1.
2.
3.
4.

Learner teacher interaction has led to improved relations
throughout the schools, wherein even learners from
lower grades have decided to organise themselves and
attend Saturday classes. This has led to a blossoming
culture of learning, removing scholars from streets and
other unproductive activities.

Tau-Rapulana Secondary
Shudintle Middle School
Setwakgosing Secondary and
Bodibe Intermediate School.

Each of the four schools contributes a pool of pupils
excelling in maths and physics for the Saturday school,
hosted at Bodibe Intermediate School. Currently 38
learners participate in the Saturday classes. These
classes have improved pupils learning techniques
also boosting their confidence, in other subjects.
Previously class participations were limited to only few
individuals, since the project’s intervention pupils, have
demonstrated improved self-esteem.

Learners with their study guides on maths and
Physical science.
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INDUSTRY

ARMSCOR SHOWCASES ITS
CAPABILITIES AT IDEF

BY CECILIA SATHEKGE
The 14th International Defence Industry Fair (IDEF) was
held from 30 April - 3 May 2019. IDEF is an international
Defence Industry Trade Fair held every two years in Istanbul,
Turkey. Hosted by the Ministry of National Defence and
under the management and responsibility of the Turkish
Armed Forces Foundation since 1993, IDEF serves to
promote and increase international competitive power of
national defence industry. for the purpose of promoting to
the world and increasing international competitive power
of national defence industry.

As part of its partnership with Africa Aerospace and
Defence (AAD), Armscor exhibited within the AAD stand
to showcase its capabilities and to continually position
the organisation in the global defence arena; and also
meeting with the international national decision makers
in the defence industry. AAD, Africa’s premier exhibition
of air, land and sea technologies was promoted at IDEF
2019 with the aim of attracting more exhibitors and
trade visitors for the AAD 2020 to be held from
16-20 September 2020.

Picture from left; Ms L Redelinghuys (AAD Exhibition Director), Mr N Tyibilika (Board member), Ms C Sathekge
(Marketing), Dr B Khanyile (Board member)

IDEF is a high technology and the biggest defence
industry fair in Eurasian region and one of the top four
in the world with an increase in participation in terms of
the number of participating countries, delegations and
companies.
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IDEF is an important platform that brings together
the world’s defence industry and provides a basis for
defence industry cooperation among countries, and
is an essential international marketing platform for
defence industry companies.

ARMSCOR OUT TO STRENGTHEN
ITS INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
BY SIVIWE NZIWENI
In response to an official invitation from its French
counterpart, the Direction Generale de l’Armament
(DGA), Armscor attended the Paris Air Show from 17
to 23 June 2019. The Paris Air Show is the world’s
biggest exhibition of both global civilian and military
capabilities in the aerospace arena. Well known for
facilitating the conclusion of major contracts and
agreements in the global aerospace arena, the 2019
Air Show became the venue of choice for 48 countries
and 2 381 exhibitors who occupied a space of 131
500 m2.
As guests of the DGA, the Armscor delegation was
led by the Armscor Board Chairperson, Ambassador
Thuthukile Skweyiya. Joining forces with the Tshwane
Development Agency and alongside other South African
role players in the aerospace domain, Armscor exhibited
its capabilities and value proposition to the international
community. Team SA comprised representatives from
Aerosud, the DTI, AAD and CAASA.

Mr Jaco Olivier, Director: Aerosud exchanging business cards
with the newly appointed South African Ambassador to France,
Ambassador Tebogo Sekolo. Facilitating the interaction (middle)
is Ambassador Skweyiya, Armscor Board Chairperson

In its endeavour to support and contribute to Armscor’s
current turnaround and revenue generation strategy
as well as fulfilling Armscor’s mandate to advise the
South African Air Force (SAAF) on the latest available
technology in the aerospace domain and thus ensuring
that the DOD remains a smart buyer, the Armscor
delegation held meetings with 20 carefully selected
companies that are current and potential suppliers to
the SAAF. Central to all discussions was the need to
enhance current and future relations between Armscor
and its international stakeholders for the mutual benefit
of the DOD, Armscor and the South African Defence
Industry.
The DGA as a host is entrusted by the French Department
of Defence with a mandate similar to that of Armscor. In
addition to its own research and development capability,
the DGA is also tasked with the responsibility to manage
and coordinate all French armament programmes.
Furthermore, it controls all military related research,
development, and production on behalf of the French
arms of services. It also plays a monitoring role in the
activities of both nationalised and private organisations
that are involved in the French armament process.

Team SA (Left to right): Mr Jaco Oilivier (Director, Aerosud); Mr
Vusi Mweli (Senior Manager: Investment Promotion, TEDA); Mr
Johan Steyn (Managing Director, Aerosud); Mr Floyd Moloko
(Export Development and Promotion, TEDA); Amb Tebogo
Sekolo (RSA Ambassador in France); Ms Mampe Kumalo
(Company Secretary, Armscor); Mr Kingsley Ntshosho (Senior
Manager, Armscor Aerosystems); Amb Thuthukile Skweyiya
(Board Chairperson, Armscor); Ms Tinyiko Mhlari (Board
member, Armscor); Mr Sipho Mkwanazi (Group Executive,
Armscor Acquisition and Procurement); Ms Clarinda Simpson
(Board member, Armscor); Mr Siviwe Nziweni (Manager:
Foreign Liaison, Armscor); Brig Gen Schoeman (RSA Defence
Advisor in France).
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Briefing from AERODATA

Briefing on the latest technology from HENSHOLD

Briefing at DAHER

Official gift exchange between the
DGA’s Director of International Cooperation and
Armscor Board Chairperson

SUPPORTING ECONOMIC
RELATIONS WITH RUSSIA
BY SM GEORGE
(SENIOR MANAGER: MARKETING)
The Defence Ministry of the Russian Federation celebrated
the 5th Army 2019 International Military and Technical
Forum in Kubinka, near Moscow from period 25 to 30
June 2019. This event takes place annually and mainly
showcases all Russian technologies. Russia confidently
continues to occupy second place in the world by the
volume of arms exports. In 2018, Rosoboronexport
deliveries amounted to USD 13,7 billion and the export
portfolio exceeded USD 50 billion, which was a new
record for Russia.

These numbers were achieved via active marketing and
platform such as the international and technical forum.
Armscor last participated in this event in 2017 under
the leadership of Mr Tyibilika (Board member) and was
again officially invited to participate at this event in
support of bilateral relations between South Africa and
the Russian Federation. Russia funded all the marketing
collateral activities which assisted Armscor in reducing is
cost footprint at this particular event.

South Africa was one of 10 countries that had a national pavilion at Army 2019.

The co-ordination of the South African Defence Industry
participation at Army 2019 was facilitated between the
South African AMD Export Council and Armscor. The
South African delegation was headed by Lt Gen Yam,
the Chief of the SA Army. He was supported by both the
Defence Attache` and his deputy Brig Gen MB Masinda
and Col AL Mangcotywa respectively.
3 x SA companies namely Armscor,
Reutech
Communications and Areta Consulting exhibited
their capabilities on a 49sqm stand. The design of

Figure 1: SA delegation headed by
Lt Gen Yam visiting the Pavilion

the stand included a private meeting room which
was used by all three exhibitors to good effect.
Although Imperial Armour was also present at the
event, it exhibited outside of the national pavilion.
Besides attending official functions, Armscor held
several engagements with different stakeholders
including delegation from Botswana (which forms part
of top 10), business partners and future clients as can
be seen from the attached photos.

Figure 2: Engagements with future clients
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MINISTER OF DEFENCE LAUNCHES
THE DEFENCE SECTOR CHARTER
BY NOMONDE SÜSSMANN
The Broad-Based Black Empowerment (B-BBE) Defence
Sector Charter was launched by the Minister of Defence
and Military Veterans on 15 April 2019. Stakeholders in
the defence industry have been engaging extensively over
many years to ensure inclusion of all sectors and this has
culminated in the gazetting and launch of the Charter.

Minister of Defence and Military Veterans, Nosiviwe
Mapisa –Nqakula (Images: Polity.org.za)

 mongst stakeholders who attended the launch was the
A
Secretary for Defence, Dr Sam Gulube; Chief of Staff
Lieutenant General Vusi Masondo; Executive Director
of South African Aerospace, Maritime and Defence
Industries Association (AMD), Mr Simphiwe Hamilton.
Armscor was represented by the Chairperson of the
Board, Amb Thuthukile Skweyiya, members of the Board
and Executive Committee.

The National Industry Defence Council was formed in 2016 and has thus managed to deliver the Defence Sector
Charter. The Minister Indicated that the code needs to bring in women and youth into the defence economy. This
will be done despite the challenging financial pressures. Dr Gulube lamented the reduction of the defence budget
and promised support for the speedy clearance of imports and exports of defence equipment by the department. Mr
Isaac Motale, AMD Export Council Chairperson, indicated that the opportunities for defence industries lie not only
within the global defence industry, but also within the security cluster, primarily the South African Police Service (SAPS)
whose budget is double that of the defence department.
DEFENCE CHARTER TARGETS:
 	National Defence Industry Council is launched
in 3 March 2016, which has all government
departments including the presidency. Part of
the deliverable was the Broad-Based Black
Empowerment Defence Sector Charter.
	The Minister of Defence and Military Veterans
approved the Charter in March 2017 for further
action by the Department of Trade and Industry (dti).

	On 2 October 2018, the dti approved the Defence
Sector Charter for gazette in terms of Section 9 (1)
of the B-BBEE Amendment Act (Act 46 of 2018).
	Minister of Trade and Industry gazetted the Defence
Sector Charter in November 2018.
	The B-BBE Defence Sector Charter is launched on
15 April 2019.

The approval means that upon publication of the
Amended Defence Sector Charter, entities in the
defence sector will be measured using the Defence
Sector Charter. Armscor forms part of the key role
players in implementing the Defence Sector Charter,
as an overarching policy for transformation. This finally

provides a regulated way of transforming the defence
industry and bringing in new entrants in support of
the national imperatives. Mr Hamilton highlighted
that the charter is now the law, which means that all
BEE certificates will have to reflect these codes with
immediate effect.

DEFENCE CHARTER TIMELINE:
60% of products to be procured locally.
30% of any contract from private companies to be owned by black designated groups.
30% BEE ownership for all companies; this can be incrementally achieved from year one upwards.
Defence Industry Participation (DIP) obligations for foreign companies to be 75%.
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FACILITIES
A GLIMPSE INTO DOCKYARD
FOUNDRY OPERATION
BY SIBUSISO FAKUDE
The metal casting process is the most direct route to
a near net shape product and this process of metal
casting in its fundamental form requires a mould cavity
of the desired shape and molten metal to pour into
the mould cavity. Once the casting has solidified,
is then removed from the mould and excess metal is
removed, often using shot blasting or grinding. The
product then undergoes a range of processes such as,

machining, polishing and surface coating or finishing.
These entire processes takes place in what is called
a “Foundry” and the Dockyard operates its very own
Foundry that has been in existence since late 1960’s
and currently is capable of casting nonferrous materials
of Zinc, Aluminium, Aluminium-Bronze and Gunmetal
components for SA Navy and Dockyard workshops.

B

A

From Left to Right: Tapping of (a) Gunmetal from 250kg furnace and (b) Zinc from 1Ton furnace into a furnace

THE PROCESS
The foundry uses both permanent and temporary mould
processes. For permanent moulds (die moulds), the die
is made of a high-strength Aluminium metal, this type
of process is most suited to repetitive castings like Zinc
Anodes which are used for cathodic protection on SA
Navy vessels. Temporary moulds are made from Silica
sand material mixed with a binder that maintains the
shape of the mould during pouring. The moulds are
then laid flat on the casting floor ready to be poured
with molten material. The Foundry has a capacity of five
furnaces (1Ton and 4x250kg) which are used to melt

ingots (either of Zinc, Aluminium, Aluminium-Bronze
or Gunmetal) that conform to the validated standards.
Condition of the furnace, molten temperature and
quality of the melt are some of the variables that are
being monitored during melting. Once the melt has
reached the correct temperature, is then tapped into
a ladle ready to be poured into the prepared moulds.
After the molten material has solidified, the cast is then
ejected from the moulds and taken further for other
processing before dispatch.
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The type of metal components that Dockyard Foundry
are casting include Anodes, Crests, Propellers,
Impellors etc. and of course this are achieved by a
dedicated experienced Foundry Team: Mr Desmond
Radasi (Foreman), Mr Scelo Nsele (Artisan), Mr William
Francker (Senior Handyman), Mr Lwandile Ndamase
(Senior Handyman) and Mr Mpumelelo Dlikilili (Senior
Handyman) who works together with other Dockyard
Sections like Projects & Planning and Metallurgy Section
responsible for overseeing the casting process, testing
and issuing out of certificates. Indeed a clear visibility
of teamwork, customer focus, integrity and excellence is
truly exercised by Dockyard Foundry Team.

Figure 1.2: Hull Plate attached

The type of metal components that Dockyard Foundry
are casting include Anodes, Crests, Propellers,
Impellors etc. and of course this are achieved by a
dedicated experienced Foundry Team: Mr Desmond
Radasi (Foreman), Mr Scelo Nsele (Artisan), Mr William
Francker (Senior Handyman), Mr Lwandile Ndamase
(Senior Handyman) and Mr Mpumelelo Dlikilili (Senior
Handyman) who works together with other Dockyard

A

Sections like Projects & Planning and Metallurgy Section
responsible for overseeing the casting process, testing
and issuing out of certificates. Indeed a clear visibility
of teamwork, customer focus, integrity and excellence is
truly exercised by Dockyard Foundry Team.

B
Figure 3: (a) Shot blasting of Crests (b) Finished and polished Crests
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DOCKYARD AND VEECRAFT JOIN
FORCES IN MANUFACTURING
BY SIBUSISO FAKUDE
Constructive Section of the Dockyard combined forces
with VEECRAFT in the manufacturing of two aluminium
small craft vessels. The project started in October 2018
and was completed in February 2019. Shipwright and
welders offered high quality service and demonstrated
thorough understanding of all procedures and
processes, which contributed largely to project
success. The project further provided the section with
local industry knowledge to supplement and expand
Dockyard growing skills with regards to boat building.
The vessels are 12m long each and will be used for
patrolling. They have the capability of cruising at a
speed of 20 knots and full speed 34 to 36 knots.
Each has 2 x engines at 450 horsepower capacity.

Figure 1.1: Frames tacked on position

Figure 1.2: Hull Plate attached

DOCKYARD CELEBRATES
WORLD OCEAN’S DAY
BY SHAFEQA S. WILLENBERG
The Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) section and
Walkabout Team at Dockyard embarked on an outreach
campaign to clean the beaches as part of the World
Oceans Day celebration on 6 June 2019. This was their
contribution to help end the war on plastic, and celebrate
the magnificent oceans.
According to Plastic Oceans, “humans are producing
300 million tons of plastic every year, 50% of which is for
single-use purposes – utilised for just a few moments, but
on the planet for at least several hundred years. More than
8 million tons of plastic is dumped into the oceans every
year.”
Employees started the day with distributing pamphlets about
the importance of World Ocean’s Day before they started the
process of cleaning. The following beaches were covered:
Long beach, Glencairn, Kalkbay and Muizenberg. This
celebration was in line with the theme for the month of June,
which is regarded as the National Environmental Month.
Dockyard has scheduled events that will assist in giving back
and helping to make a positive change on the oceans.

The team further pledged their commitment to the
seven Cs of the world Ocean day:
1. Commit to making a real difference
2. Conserve in my home
3. Consume consciously
4. Communicate my interests and concerns
5. Challenge myself daily
6. Connect in my community
7. Celebrate our oceans.
World Oceans Day aims to raise awareness of the role
of the oceans and the importance of conserving and
protecting the marine environment. This special day is an
opportunity to celebrate the world’s shared oceans and to
raise awareness about the crucial role the ocean plays in
people lives. The oceans are essential to food security and
the health and survival of all life. They also power the climate
and are a critical part of the biosphere. It is an opportunity
to raise global awareness of the current challenges faced by
the international community in connection with the oceans.
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MOTIVATIONAL
CORNER
SAM MANGENA’S
DREAM FULFILLED
BY NOMONDE SÜSSMANN
Against all odds, Sam Mangena was waking up every
morning in a shack to go to attend classes. Later he will
join his friends to collect waste and sell as recyclables
in order to pay the rent, buy food and send some
money back home in Limpopo. He was faced with a
situation where many would have given up. What made
Mangena to stand out was his perseverance to prosper
against all odds.
After the SABC broadcast the story about his living
conditions, Armscor quickly responded and contacted
him to lend a hand. Many organisations and individuals
came forward; however, Armscor had a pretty solid plan
for the struggling Mangena.
Armscor saw potential in this young man and offered him
a bursary to complete his studies in BTech Engineering
at the University of Johannesburg. On his graduation
day, Mangena made sure that those who were there
for him through thick and thin were around to witness a
dream being fulfilled. Amongst his supporters were his
mother, his sister and Armscor. His mother reiterated
that they cannot thank Armscor enough.
She hopes and believes that what has been done for
Mangena should be done to all those suffering the
same plight as him. Fresh from the university, Mangena
has commenced his internship at the Dockyard in
Simon’s Town and this has changed the trajectory of his
future forever. Armscor needs employees of Mangena’s
calibre who fit in with the values of the organisation,
which is striving for excellence, and is results driven.
We welcome Mangena to Armscor and hope that his
dreams continue to be fulfilled within this organisation.
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Mrs. Nomonde Süssmann (Snr. Manager Corporate
Communication, Armscor), Mr. Sam Ngema (Graduate BTech
Engineer) and Mr. Obakeng Montsho (Senior Technology
Manager R&D, Armscor)

THE GREATEST
TEST OF
FORTITUDE
BY ITUMELENG LEFAKANE
“Running a marathon is not an event; it’s a way of
Life”. In its 95th year in existence the Comrades
Marathon continues to be a true measure of human
will and endurance. The holistic challenge posted
by the marathon comes second to none. The first
comrades began on 24 May 1921, with only 34
participants of which only 16 finished. This gruelling
marathon is run between Durban and Pietermaritzburg
in KwaZulu-Natal with alternating directions each year.
The Up run, which is 87 kilometres starts at Durban
and the 90 kilometres, which is the Down run starts
from Pietermaritzburg. Comrades is the oldest and
largest marathon in the world.
To qualify for this ultimate human endurance test, one
has to be 20 years or older and able to finish 42.2
kilometres marathon in less than 5 hours. On average
a female comrade’s runner is 40 years with their male
counterparts averaging 42 years. Due to its prestige
and reach, the marathon over the years has seen a
range of age averages participating in the event.
The acting CEO Adv. Solomzi Mbada wished them
well ahead of the 2019 Comrades Marathon.
The team was in high spirits and couldn’t contain
their eagerness to go and measure their levels of
competitiveness.
Each employer has a keen interest on their employees
wellbeing, be it mentally, spiritually, financially and
physically, and Armscor is no exception.
The marathon took place on Sunday, 9 June.
The Armscor team comprised two highly talented
females and eight exceptional males. This team has
immense experience at the Comrades and other
marathon events. The team prides itself in their
diverse participation at the marathon, which ranges

from three twice finishers and interestingly two novice
Comrades entrants. The following are individuals
who through cramps, sweat, and tears withstood the
Comrades with a sense of pride both for themselves
and the company.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ntebogeng Kgomo (M)
Mahlomola Lebea (M)
Stephens Ledwaba (M)
Kevin Msimango (M)
Lushaka Budeli (M)
Kenneth T.K Ramaano (M)
Sinovuyo Tsengwa (F) and
Thembi Sepeng (F)
Ernest Mngomezulu (M)
Dibanisile Luzipo (M)

Despite the punishing Pietermaritzburg Up run 9 of
the 10 participants of the team managed to cross the
finish line. The mental, physical and spiritual prowess
of these individuals is unsurpassed; this endeavour at
the Comrades truly distinguishes them from the rest.
They should be applauded all so loudly, voices should
scream “well done, you have made Armscor proud
and more importantly yourselves”.
With that been said, it is never too late to take a
positive step towards healthy living. One does not
have to intend to participate at Comrades to care for
their health. Seeing the number of participants from
Armscor been so little, I encourage others to join and
support the team, so that next year an Armscor horde
will invade the marathon.
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SAAF Museum Airshow 2019- 07 September
2019, Swartkop, Centurion.

2

DSEI 2019, 10-13 September 2019,
London, UK.

